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The ethnographic study concentrates in chapters 2 to 4 on the dilemmas of livelihood 
facing the various artisan communities who for the most part can no longer rely on. their 
occupational specialisms. These consist of Lohar blacksmiths (the most economIcally 
secure), Sunar goldsmiths, Oudb masons, Parki basket weavers, Damai tailors, Sarki leather 
workers (described as the poorest, most malnourished, nnd uneducated), Okbeda ex-pal
ace guards. and Badi potters and prostitutes. These groups dislike the collective appella
tion dom. The collapse of service patronage under the Bhalara kingdom by the 1960s 
resulied in a move into economically more diverse occupations, with women much less 
involved in artisana! production than the men, and more motivated to support their fami
lies by taking on agricultural work for high-caste families. Tbe proximity of India has 
enabled an increase in migrant labour, and also otTered low castes an alternative self
perception through processes of caste reform in India. 

Camernn claims that in the analysis of Bhalara's social inequalities the concept of class is 
culturally inappropriate, not being a locally recognized category. This is perbaps one of 
the least convincing aspects of the book, as she supplies sufficient material to argue the 
contrary. The appropriation of land by high castes through registtOlion, reinforcing palri
lineal control and high-caste gender ideology, is central to her analysis. Untouchables are 
denied access to the land market througb the exclusionary monopolization of high-caste 
inheritance practices (pp.70-3). The somewhat surprising response to differential land 
holding is tbe system ofmalya tenancy ofland, taken as collateral for ' loans' made by low 
to high castes, funded by the former's agricultural and migrant earnings. Whether some 
low castes are morc involved in migrant labour than others is not discussed. It is not clear 
if the data generated by Cameron's Time Allocation methodology is amenable to answer
ing this sort of question, On the whole, only sketchy attention is given to many issu~s of 
livelihood strategy, given the insistence on the importance of women's efforts to achJeve 
economic autonomy. There is, for instance, Iinle discussion of livestock keeping. One 
footnote records a high proportion of loans taken for animal purchase, while another foot
note discusses one woman's reputation as a good dairy producer, but it is not even made 
clear whether she is from the low castes. 

Perhaps the issue of class and its (mis)recognition would have been better argued if the 
author had addressed the important studies of rural low castes in central and west Nepal 
respectively by Hiroshi Ishii (1982) and Inge-Brill Krause (1988). It is s~rprising th~t 
these are overlooked, along with Tom Cox's work on the Badi commuDlty In JaJarkot . In 

a book that castigates anthropologists for not studying rurdl untouch.bility. TheU: re
search on the historical conditions of indebtedness and bonded labour would have given 
this book a firmer comparative basis. Came ran hardly mentions iodebledness, but alludes 
obliquely to its effects on the system of patronage for artisannl senrices in her discussion 
of the way in which Lohar women 's contributions to (reciprocal ' work groups controlle~ 
by high--caste women is not reciprocated by work. but in the securing of ~ontrac ts .fo: t h~lr 
further services (p. 114). Krause 's argument is that class consciousness In Mugu IS mhlb
itcd by 3 similar embedding of command over low castes' labour in delayed and diffuse 
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adv.ao~es and re~ms. Funhennore, Cameron's entire rarionale for arguing against sym
bohc interpretations of caste in favour of fonns of control over people and resources 
stres in~ transactions of material va lues between castes rnther than ritual gifting denotjn~ 
status hierarchy (p.49), conta ins at the very least an implici t theory of class. 

This point of difference apal1, I must strongly recommend Oil Ihe Edge oflhe Auspicious 
as a perceptive treatment of gender that is pel1inently located witbin regional scholarship 
and contemporary anthropologicaJ theory. There are some memorable passages of writ
ing oOjak1'Gm women's dances (p.2 IS), on lhe sexual imagery of ploughing, 00 the wit 
deployed against exploita tion, and on the etTeetiveness of stylized public insult (inVOking 
a varrely of possible incestuous relationships, and an eloquent wishing of death on an 
otT ending woman 's male relatives (p. 163)). Cameron creates a vivid sense of her own 
position and experience within the community of research, and does not hold back from 
mentioning the sometimes physically (repulsive conditions' of fieldwork, and the 'loath
some' treatment by high castes of the women and men whose voices speak out from the 
pages of her book. 
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The Thakali: A Himalayan ethnography by Michael Vinding. London: 
Serindia Publications, 1998. 512 pp., 51 colour plates, maps, glossary, bibli
ography, index. ISBN 0-906026§04. £30 

Reviewed by Mark Turin 

The Thakali are one of very few ethnic groups autochthonous to the Nepali Himalay. who 
can boast that the academic bibliography pertaining to their culture runs to almost fifteen 
pages of small print. Michael Vinding 's eagerly awai ted monograph concludes a good 
five decades of intense anthropological debate on th is famous Tibeto-Burman population 
of lower Mustang simply by havtng more III format ion in one place than any previous 
snldy. Thankfully, a lthough published in an era marked by navel-gazing an thropology, 
The Tlrakali shows no sign of having been caught up in such renexive discussion. Whilst 
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critics may take issue with the lack of cutting-edge theory, Vinding' s curiously traditional 
yet personal style has much to recommend it. 

The strucMe of the book is pleasingly classic. Vinding writes of the flora, fauna, and 
topography ofthe Thak Khol. valley, describes his first arrival in the area and offers an in
depth historical analysis oftbe whole of Mustang. Thereafter, in chapters 4 to 13, Vinding 
describes the economic strategies ofa Thakali household, the, kinship system, patrilineal 
descent groups, TItakali household structure, social stratification within the group and in 
the area as a whole, marriage, deatb, and other salient moments in the Thakali life cycle, 
the political systems ofThak Khola, the different religious influences on tbe Thakali and 
tbeir own indigenous belief system, and finally a descriptive .nalysis ofthe major Thakali 
festivals. Chapter 14 deals with the history of Thakali emigration and Thakalis living 
outside Thak Khola , whi le chapter 15 offers a careful analysis of continuity and change 
among the Thakali. Appendix I is a collection of historically important documents relat
ing to the Thakali, all culled from the invaluable Regrni Research Series, and Appendix 2 
presents a few salient ThaknJi myths and fablesJ which are well chosen and thoughtfully 
translated. 

In The Thakali, Vinding offers us more of a summary of his own previous writings on the 
ethnic group than an overview ofthe previous literature in general. As he writes in his 
Preface, his monograph was submitted for the degree of Doctor Philosophiae in May 1997, 
and "no major changes have been undertaken since then," Moreover, his dissertation, and 
thus also the book, is largely a synthesis ofall his earlier articles. Of the fifteen chapters, 
eleven are based <at Icast in part) on his twelve previously published articles, many of 
which 3ppeared in Kailash and ColllribllliollS to Nepalese 5IUdies, albeit ", .. revised and 
updated to take into account the fmdings of recent studies" (p.46, footnote 2). Whilst this 
is standard academic practice, two serious issues relating to content should be raised. The 
first is that for anyone who has read Vinding's aI1ic1es, there is little new to learn from 
reading his 470-page monograph. Second, and perhaps more importantly, Vinding's de
scriptions of life in Thak Khola are noticeably dated. Chapter 4, for example, entit led 
'Making A Living', reads more like a historical document Lhan a contemporary descrip
tion of Thakoli economic strategies. Vindiog is clearly aware of this, and takes care to 
warn us tltat , al though updated, "the chapter presents a picture of mainly the early 1980s" 
(p.93. footnote I). Notwithstanding these two issues, there is a lot to be said for having his 
thoughlfully \Vrinen articles reworked into book fonn, thus making them accessible to a 
wider audience. 

The greatest strength ofVinding's work lies in his unflinching attention to detail, which is 
supported by 25 years of accumulated experience. There are few other Himalayan anthro
pologists who have invested a quarterofa eentury in Iheir first full ethnography. Vinding's 
monograph is both meticulously researched and sati sfyingly comprehensive. Some of his 
asides make for the best reading: for instance, footnote 4 on p.ll reads, "The wind blow
ing from tbe south is called Ilambar. while the nortb wind is known as phamar." These 
details are the backbone ofVinding's monograph as a record ofThakali culture, language, 
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and society in the latter years of the 201h century. Moreover, it should be added that it is 
precisely because Vinding is not encumbered by proving or disproving any p~rticular 
contemporary anthropologiealtheory that he has the space to include such details. 

There is, however, a more pedantic side to his t.hick description, which may nOI appeal to 
all readers. In his section on goods and products used by the Thakali , we learn that when 
il comes la cigarenes, I; ••• most smokers use cheap brands, but some prefer more expen
sive fiiter cigarettes" (p.1 03 J. The inclusion of such details does make one feel rdther as if 
no fac l which Vinding has gathered can escape inclusion in the monograph. Other such 
comments, whi lst being etlmographically valid, are at ri sk of coming across as ratherplati
nldinous or, al worst, downright odd. ID his discussion of what a Thakali man would find 
auractive in a woman, he infomls us that "her bosom ... should be neither too big, nor too 
small" (p.22~). Although surprising, the inclusion of such details does have the advantage 
of livening up a sometimes plodding list of ethnographic facts. 

The other high point ofVinding's work is Chapter 2, • Living Among tlte Thakali' . Unlike 
the authors of many traditional ethnographies wbo arc noticeably absent from their own 
monographs, Vinding quite overtly paints lumself into the social fabric be is document
ing. He shares with the reader his fears, doubts, and also his initial excitement in a most 
forthright, at points even disanning, manner: "There eitist only general guidelines on how 
to conduct fieldwork , and in the field the anthropol08ist has to find his/her own way 
through trial and error" (p.28), Vinding's decision to de<cribe his rile de passage will be 
of enonnous value to students of anthropology. Moreover, his candour comes across as 
honest and sincere, a most refreshing kind of reflexivity in a climate in which such confes
sions either dominate a book or are relegated to the position of a disclaimer in a preface. 
Vinding effortlessly strikes the right balance between personal anecdote and serious eth
nography- no small achievement. To my knowledge, there are no other published 
ethnographies of the Himalaya which deal with the trials and tribulations of fieldwork so 
candidly, and for this alone, iffor no other reason, rhe Thakali: .4 HimalayalJ Ellmogra
ph>, should appear at the top of every South Asian anthropology syllabus. 

Vinding 's highly personal approach may have something to do with the fact that he is no 
career anthropologist with a tenure-track position to justify. Arriving in Nepal for the first 
time in 1972, at the age of21, he has spent a great dea l of time in the country since, and is 
presently based in Bhutan. Save a few related articles, Vindillg has concentrated his focus 
on the Thakali for 27 years, and so it comes as no surprise th:1l at I-imes he comes across as 
a little possessive of the ethnic group as a whole: ..... the Thakali came to be 'my' people" 
(p.29). 

Vinding's explicit purpose is 10 "present a comprehensive ethnography on the Thakali" 
(P.4l and in this be succeeds masterfully. We can but hope that he will prepare a South 
Asian editinn, since £30 is rather Sleep for Indian and epali scholars, not to mention the 
TItakal i themselves for whom he hopes his book "may also be of use" <Preface). As 
minority languages and ethnic cultures ore increasingly subsumed into the global whole. 
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there remains ever less lime 10 document them. Vinding has described a rapidly·changing 
Himalayan society, and in so doing has made a lasting contribution to anthropology. ,The 
Tlzakali is at ooce refreshingly personal and pleasingly traditional, a truly rare combtna· 
tion in modem ethnography. 

Kathmandu Wllley Painting-The Jucker Collection by Hugo E. Kreijger. 
London: Serindia Publications, 1999. 128pp., 97 ills. (84 colour, 13 b&w). 
Glossary, bibliog., index. ISBN 0906026520. 

Reviewed by Julia A.S. Hegcwald 

This publication is a descriptive and interpretative catalogue of the Newar paintings and 
dra"~ng< in the private ownership of the Swiss collectors Mischa and Angela Jucker. The 
catalogue contains 39 religious paintings on cloth (paubhas) (32 Buddhist, 7 Hindu), four 
works on paper, four bookcovers, and seven artists' sketchbooks. Most of the patnttngs 

. have not been previously published. Tlte main catalogue section is preceded by a sbort 
introduction to the geography and cultural history of Nepal, the artistic milieu of the paint
ers, and a brief commentary on the stylistic development and religious context of the 
paintings in the collection. 

Kreijger's book is an especially valuable contribution to our knowledg~ of the wealth, 
beauty and development of Newar painting and its re lation to the pamllng tradlllons of 
India and Tibet. Despite the current proliferation of illustrated publications on tbe arts of 
Tibet and the Himalaya, it is rare for a study to focus on Nepal and in particular on the 
Newar paintings of the Kathmaudu Valley. This publication provides a wide audience 
with access to an unpublished collection through high quality reproductions. It success
fully portrays and describes individual items in the collect ion, but also provides a s~Jjd 
overview of the pattern of devclopment and change which has taken place ID the palOtmg 
tradition of the Newars over eight centuries. 

The paintings are arranged in chronological order with the earliest dating from circa 12?O 
and the latest from 1912. The individuaipallbhas are described in minute detail, and W ith 

every new picture the reader is invited to consider the paintings closely, rollowing register 
by register and scene by scene, details which are easily identifiable on the photographs. 
Kreijger also provides useful and infonnative interpretations of certam colours. mud-,"?s, 
and symbols specific to lhe Newar painting repertoire, and oarrates many of the stones 
depicted on the paubhos, thus drawing attention to the important narrative quality of the 
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paintings. Unfortunately, only two of the many substantial inscriptions incorporated in 
the paintings and translated by lan Alsop and Gautomvajra Vajracharya are published in 
the book. 

\Vhilst Kreijger provides a mass ofdetniled information on individual works, this does not 
detract from a comprehensive presentation of ewar pajllling in general. Of particular 
interest are those sections in which he traces the development of specific recurrent motifs 
over lhe centuries from one painting to another. and in doing so outlines innovations and 
stylistic developments in {he Newar paubho traditjon. Examples illustrating such stylistic 
changes are the roundels containing flying vidyiidharas, the garments of the patron and 
his family, and decorative motifs such as flowers or the shapes of the headdresses wom by 
certain divine beings. A considerable amount of helpful dating is done through theexami
nation and relative sequencing of such motifs. In Ihis context, Kreijger is also able to 
show tbat the collection contains several groups of representations of one and the same 
deity dating from different periods. The facr that important stylistic developments in the 
Newar painting tradition can be identified in the paintings contained in this collec tion 
without any need to refer 1.0 examples elsewhere highlights the comprehensive signifi
cance and imponance of this private collection. 

Particular atten tion has been paid throughout this monograph to the dates of ule scrolls. 
However, whi lst the age of a painting and its location in a secure chronology is both 
desirable and helpful, the precision implied by dating based on stylistic comparisons alone 
requires caution. Such 'precise' dating coupled with frequent assurances that many paint
ings, compositions and subject matters are 'most ullusual', 'extremely rare' , 'relatively 
unknown' and 'uncommon', may mislead the reader. Kreijger's understandable eager
ness to promote the auributes of tbe collection occasionaUy gives the impression of sale
room persuasion- a metier which is familiar to the author. In his preface, Kreijger briefly 
draws attention to the fac t that many pieces are without precedent (p.9), but it might also 
h."e been valuable to consider the question of why it is that such a large number of paint
ings in this collection are unusual in so many respects. On the one hand, the collection 
might simply reflect the collectnr's eye for atypical works whose availability confirmed 
their unorthodoxy. On the other. might Ihe paintings in this collection renecr a previously 
unrecognized extent of individual expression and interpretation in a very conservative 
painting tradition? Tbe lack of answers to such queslions should not distract from the 
considerable contribution which this book makes 10 the study of painting in Nepal. 

The catalogue'S shon introducl'ion might have achieved more witbout being longer. On 
Ihe other hand, it is extremely helpful that, where possible, individual paintings of the 
collection have been directly relnted to historical periods and developments. In his ac
count of the artistic milieu, the author comments on the "'Iow caste staNs presently held by 
the painting profession in Nepal" (p.15). Here, it might have been helpful to have differ
entiated between the traditional paubha painters ohhe Chhrakar caste, and painters who 
have been more experimental in temlS of their choice of media, techniques. and subject 
m3Uer and may be referred to as "modern painters'. Most of these come from higher 




